Infinova Announces Technical Support Engineer for India

Monmouth Junction, NJ – April 1, 2008 - Infinova, a leading manufacturer of CCTV and
network security/surveillance and Fiber Optic solutions, has appointed Shilpa Patil as a
Technical Support Engineer for India region.
In this position, Mrs. Patil becomes a key member of the Sales Team that will lead Infinova's
expanding presence in the security and transportation surveillance markets. She will be
responsible for bringing fiber optic transmission, IP and analog video cameras, IP based matrix
switches and digital video recording solutions to integrators and their corporate and government
customers. Mrs. Patil will provide pre and post sales technical support, technical backup and
training for Infinova' s partners in the region.
Mrs. Patil is a top-notch provider of specialized security and safety systems with over 2 years of
sales and technical support experience. She has earned a Bachelors Degree in Engineering in
Instrumentation and a Masters Degree in Engineering in Control Systems. Prior to Infinova, Mrs.
Patil has worked with some of the leading Security Systems Integrators in India as an
Instrumentation Engineer where she has provided quality sales and reliable service to a wide
range of customers.
Mrs. Patil joins Infinova with ample experience to provide world-class support and training for
our outstanding representatives and customers throughout the region. She is fully capable and
committed to make every customer's goal her own.
Infinova designs and manufactures a full line analog and digital/IP CCTV products including
PTZ dome cameras, fixed cameras and lenses, monitors, DVRs, matrix switchers, controllers and
accessories, fiber optics for video, audio and data, and integration management software.
Infinova provides consultants, integrators, electrical contractors and installers with engineering
design assistance and customized systems.
Mrs. Patil will report to Mr. Milind Borkar, Vice President of Sales M.E. Africa and Indian
subcontinent. Mrs. Patil can be reached on her mobile number +91-9867809948 and via email at
Shilpap@infinova.com. Mr. Borkar can be reached at on his mobile number +91-9659641324,
office number +91-9655659818 and via email at infinova.net@gmail.com.
For more information about Infinova, please visit www.infinova.com.

